A behavioral response appropriate to a sensory stimulus depends on the collective activity of 39 thousands of interconnected neurons. The vast majority of cortical connections arise from 40 neighboring neurons, and thus understanding the cortical code requires characterizing 41 information representation at the scale of the cortical microcircuit. Using two-photon calcium 42 imaging we densely sampled the thalamically evoked response of hundreds of neurons 43 spanning multiple layers and columns in thalamocortical slices of mouse somatosensory cortex. 44
Introduction 56
A key step in the process of extracting relevant information from sensory inputs and 57 transforming it into a behavioral output is performed by the local cortical microcircuit. Much 58 work has been done to characterize the direct representation of feed-forward inputs to primary 59 To determine whether a cell decodes above chance levels, we run the decoder on data with 211 stimulus labels shuffled (250 shuffles) and compare the measured decoding performance to the 212 distribution of stimulus-shuffled decoding performances. Cells that decode above chance levels 213 are defined as those that score at or above the 95 th percentile of the shuffled distribution. With 214 a small number of trials, it is possible that cells carrying a small amount of stimulus information 215
would not be detected as decoding above chance levels. There was otherwise no relationship 216 between the number of trials and decoder performance. 217 218
Shuffling procedure for noise correlation analysis 219
For the noise correlation analysis, we first identify the bin size and start time leading to the 220 highest decoding performance for a given pair. For that combination of bin size and start time, 221
we compose shuffled population responses for each stimulus by randomly drawing cell 222 responses from different trials, thereby breaking trial-by-trial correlations between cells while 223 keeping stimulus-driven correlation intact. The shuffled decoding performance is the mean 224 decoding performance across 250 shuffles. 225
226

Statistical tests 227
Shuffle test for pair separation significance 228
Physical separation between neuron pairs is not an independent quantity across the 229 population, so significance for the observed differences in pair separation between the jointly 230 decoding pairs and the general class of above-chance decoder pairs was determined by 231 performing a shuffle test. We computed all pairwise separations between above-chance 232 decoder pairs. From this set, we drew random subsets matched to the number of jointly 233 decoding pairs. We then compare the distribution of mean separations, calculated over 1000 234 random subsets, to the mean separation between jointly decoding pairs. The absolute 235 difference is 5 µm (stimulus-locked) and 15 µm (population-locked), which is small relative to 236 the mean separations (160 µm) but significant (stimulus-locked, p = 0.010; population-locked, pcompared the distribution of distance from pia for the best decoders to the distribution of 242 distance from pia of all recorded cells. We quantify this by computing the KL divergence: 243 244 245 where p(x) is the probability of a ``best decoder'' being located at position x and q(x) is the 246 probability of a recorded cell being located at position x. We compute this using a nearest-247 
Temporal alignment for cortex-centric decoding 257
An alternative to aligning activity relative to stimulus onset is to align based on the onset of 258 population activity, determined across the full set of cells for each individual trial. For each trial, 259 we took the activity across all neurons and set t = 0 to the frame at which at least three neurons 260 were co-active, which is two standard deviations above the background activity rate of 0.36 ± 261
1.24 active cells per frame, measured over the two-second period pre-stimulus. For population-262 locked alignment, a different start time relative to absolute start time is used in every trial. As 263 with stimulus-locked activity, we performed the decoding analyses as described. 264
265
Simple model of Gaussian coding units 266
To set expectations for a decoder with a linear kernel, we demonstrate the performance of this 267 decoder in a simple model that is commonly used to illustrate principles of population coding In this simple case, the optimal linear decoder is a plane P that is perpendicular to the vector 1. 276
The success rate S of this decoder is 277
279
The multidimensional integral is evaluated by rotating into the orthogonal coordinate system 280 with z axis along 1, so the plane P is simply z = 0, The distance from P to the mean response This function is curve-down and saturates at 1: with each additional decoder, the improvement 289 to the group decoding performance decreases. 290
291
We can extend this to the case of covariance matrices with identical off-diagonal elements r 292 improves the decoding performance of a group over the independent condition, while positive 370 correlation decreases performance (Fig. 1E ). From the model, it is expected that we will find the 371 largest gain in decoding performance derives from the first cell, with diminishing gains for each 372 subsequent cell if each neuron is independent. Further, the model indicates that we can expect 373 either an increase or decrease in decoding performance when we shuffle the data, depending 374 on whether noise correlations degrade or improve decoding accuracy. 375 376
Single-cell decoding from patch-clamped cells 377 378
Thalamically evoked activity was characterized at the single-cell level by prolonged 379 depolarizations, or UP states, in patch-clamped neurons and at the circuit level by a 380 multineuronal response in the imaged field (Fig. 1B) . If patch-clamped neurons did not reliably 381 respond to the thalamic stimuli on every trial over an initial test period, then that neuron was 382 not monitored and another attempt was made to find a responsive cell. Overall, 21 patchTo fit a decoder to spike train data, we counted spikes in a fixed peristimulus window of varying 387 lengths (10 ms to 500 ms) and start times (0 to 500 ms) over the post-stimulus period ( Fig. 2A) . 388
Chance-level performance was computed from the distribution of decoding performance from 389 stimulus-shuffled data; cells that scored at or above the 95 th percentile of the shuffle 390 distribution were considered above chance. Given the simplicity of the experimental design and 391 the fact that we biased our sample to reliably responsive neurons, we expected that single 392 neurons could easily decode the two-stimulus task. However, only a small minority of cells (N = 393 3 of 21) decoded with near-perfect (>0.9) performance (Fig. 2B ). Although most patch-clamped 394 neurons decoded at levels exceeding chance (N = 18/21), the mean decoding performance was 395 only 0.78 +/-0.11 (SE) (Fig. 2B) . 396
397
Even for the best performing cells, there was a limit to the gains afforded by the high temporal 398 resolution (10 kHz) provided by patch clamp recording. For instance, averaging over a window 399 of 100 ms could be more informative than a shorter time window of 10 ms ( propagation speeds (Wester and Contreras 2012). Thus, we were able to reliably evoke activity, 424 primarily through indirect cortico-cortical connectivity with thalamic stimulation applied to one 425 of two locations, and image cortical circuit activity. 426
427
As with the patch clamp data, we used a linear decoder over a variable peristimulus time 428 window trained on the deconvolved fluorescence signal (Fig. 2D-E) . For imaging datasets, 429 overlapping decoding time windows had lengths from 20-50 ms to 500 ms and starting times 430 ranging from 0 ms to 500 ms (Fig. 2F) . We used the same criteria for decoding significance for 431 the imaging data that we used for the electrophysiological data. Most neurons (N = 2341/3326, 432 70%) failed to decode above chance levels, performing below the 95 th percentile in the 433 stimulus-shuffled distribution. The remaining 985 cells, found across all 22 datasets, decoded 434 the stimulus at higher than chance levels (Fig. 2G) . Compared with the set of patch-clamp 435 recorded cells, above-chance decoders were less common in the imaging dataset. However, 436 patch-clamped cells were selected on the basis of stimulus responsiveness. Among the 437 population of highly responsive cells (those active in >80% of trials, 119 cells total), most cells 438 decoded above chance levels (N = 69 of 119, 58%) and the average decoding performance was 439 0.74 +/-0.09 (SE), which is comparable to the patch-clamped cell performance of 0.78 +/-0.11.
Among the imaged cells that decoded above chance, the optimal start time of the decoding 442 window was distributed across the entire 500-ms range (mean, 280 +/-180 ms (SE), N = 985), 443 while the distribution of optimal window lengths tended toward the longest tested windows 444 (mean, 460 +/-130ms, Fig. 2H-I ). The rate of frame acquisition, which ranged from 9 to 50 Hz, 445 will affect the start time and window length analysis somewhat. However, even among 446 experiments with the fastest frame rates (>20 Hz), start times were 240 +/-170 ms (N = 491), 447 which corresponds to approximately five imaging frames. Increasing the frame rate further is 448 therefore unlikely to reveal significantly earlier start times. The best decoders, those with 449 decoding performance over 80%, had significantly earlier start times than other decoders (best 
Setting t = 0 457
From trial to trial, there was a variable lag before the population became active. This latency 458 was itself informative of the stimulus, but for a single cell to read out this information an 459 additional "timekeeping" signal would be required. Whether such a signal is present can be 460 debated, but it is clear that a single neuron receives a signal, in the form of synaptic input, 461 indicative of activity in the surrounding population. We characterized whether neurons can 462 decode stimulus location without explicit information about latency using instead timing 463 relative to the population response. 464
465
For each trial, we considered activity across all neurons and set t = 0 to the frame at which at 466 least three neurons were co-active (Fig. 3A) , which was two standard deviations above the 467 background activity rate. We found that nearly as many cells decode above chance levels as in 468 the stimulus-aligned data (N = 942 of 3326; Fig. 3C ). However, decoding performance was lowerthan with stimulus-locked alignment. We found a decrease of 4 to 8 percentage points in 470 decoding performance among neurons that exhibited a minimum of 70% (stimulus-locked) 471 decoding performance (Fig. 3D) . Additionally, among population-locked decoders, there were 472 fewer very accurate cells (N = 45 with ≥80% decoding performance) than there were among 473 stimulus-locked decoders (N = 63 with ≥ 80% performance). 474
475
Because the delay between stimulus and activity onset was eliminated by activity alignment, 476 the best start times for above-chance decoders were earlier than for stimulus-locked alignment 477 (population-locked mean, 250+/-7 ms (SEM) vs. 280+/-4 (SEM) ms for stimulus-locked; 478
Wilcoxon rank sum, p = 3.9e-5); Fig. 3E and 2H ). The optimal bin size was also smaller for 479 decoders using population-locked alignment than stimulus-locked alignment (420 +/-5 ms vs. Fig. 4A-B; population-locked decoders, Fig. 5A-B ; mean +/-SE: layer 2/3, 22 +/-4 %; layer 4, 27%+/-5%; 499 layer 5, 19 +/-4%.) This range of decoding performances was within the variance across animals 500 (+/-5%). To determine whether high-performance decoders (Fig. 4B , 5B) were distributed 501 differently from the sampled population, we computed the Kullback-Leiber divergence between 502 the spatial distribution of high-performance decoders and the spatial distribution of all imaged 503 cells. We found no significant difference between the distributions (stimulus-
Decoding with larger groups 509
Moving beyond single cells, we characterized decoding performance as cells are added to the 510 decoding pool. Decoding groups were constructed by drawing neurons from the small set of 511 cells with greater than chance decoding rates, the core decoder population. Depending on the 512 information contributed by each cell, decoding performance may saturate at the level of the 513 most accurate single cell or increase rapidly to the performance ceiling (Fig. 1E) . For both 514 stimulus-locked and population-locked alignment, the average decoding performance of a 515 group of core neurons increased with the size of the group, from 65% (+/-1% SEM over N = 22 516 fields of view) for single neurons to 78% (+/-2% SEM, N = 21) for groups of eight using stimulus-517 locked alignment and from 63% (+/-1% SEM, N = 22) to 72% (+/-2% SEM, N = 22) using 518 population-locked alignment (Fig. 4C) . 519 520 Curves from particular groups have a diversity of shapes, however. A substantial fraction of 521 groups of four or more neurons achieved near-perfect decoding performances (i.e. > 90% 522 correct): 7% (+/-3% SEM, N = 22 fields of view) of groups of four above-chance decoders and 523 14% (+/-5% SEM, N = 21 fields of view) of groups of eight (Fig. 4D) . With population-locked 524 alignment, fewer individual cells achieved near-perfect decoding compared to stimulus-locked 525 alignment, and only 2% (+/-1% SEM, N = 21 fields of view) of four-cell groups of above-chancedifference between stimulus-locked and population-locked alignment derived from differences 528 in the single-cell performance or differences in how information was combined across neurons, 529 we computed the relative decoding performance of the group, the ratio of group decoding 530 performance to the performance of the best cell in the group (Fig. 4E) . Relative decoding 531 performance for both temporal alignments is significantly larger than one, indicating that in 532 both scenarios groups do improve over the best-cell performance by integrating information 533 from the other members of the decoding pool. The relative performance of small groups was 534 slightly higher with stimulus-locked decoding than with population-locked decoding (groups of 535 4: 5.4% +/-0.6% (SEM) for stimulus-locked groups, vs. 2.7% + /-0.8% (SEM) for population-536 locked, N = 22 slices; ranksum tests: 2 neurons, p = 0.042; 3 neurons, p = 0.053; 4 neurons, p = 537 0.023; 5 neurons, p = 0.020; 6 or more neurons, p > 0.05). However, we did not find a 538 consistent significant difference. Thus, the lower incidence of near-perfect decoder groups for 539 population-locked alignment appears to be a consequence of drawing from a less informative 540 pool of single cells than the stimulus-locked decoding groups did, not from a difference in how 541 decodable information is built up within the group. 
Role of noise correlation in decoding 551
As suggested by the model (Fig. 1E) , group decoding performance typically increased with 552 added cells and the overall performance level was strongly dependent on the decodable 553 information carried by the most accurate single cell. Using the imaging data, we examined the 554 role correlation plays in representation of stimulus information by dissecting the performance 555 of pairs of cells. We illustrate the strong potential effect of noise correlation with an examplefrom our data in Figure 6A . These two cells displayed strong positive noise correlation that 557 allowed for decoding of the stimulus identity. We found no significant difference in the pair-558 decoding performance of the stimulus-locked versus population-locked responses (Fig. 6B) . 559
560
Because we were able to image neurons immediately adjacent to one another, we did not 561 expect that every neuron would carry independent information, and so not every set of two 562 cells will decode significantly better than one (as in Fig. 1E ). The gain in decoding performance 563 from adding a second cell was significantly greater than zero on average ( Fig. 6C; mean 0.033,  564 sem 0.001, pairs drawn from N = 985 cells with above-chance performance), though a small 565 fraction (14% stimulus-locked; 20% population-locked) of pairs had negative gains. This 566 apparent decrement in decoding performance was used as a measure of the noise around the 567 no-gain condition (Fig. 6D) . We identified jointly decoding pairs -i.e. pairs in which decoding 568 performance substantially improved when using the joint activity pattern -to be those above a 569 threshold set by comparing with a zero-mean distribution of equal variance (Fig. 6D, gray  570 distribution). The same threshold (gain > 0.09) was used for stimulus-locked and population-571 locked alignment. 572
573
Among jointly decoding pairs, each neuron contributed a "piece" of information. To determine 574 the role of correlated activity in decoding the stimulus, we compared the pair decoding 575 performance to the trial-shuffled performance. If cells operate independently, then shuffling 576 will have no effect on decoding performance. Shuffling will increase decoding performance if 577 trial-by-trial correlations are detrimental, while it will decrease if correlated variability served as 578 an additional information channel (Fig. 1E, 6D ). We found that shuffling tended to decrease 579 decoding performance, indicating a positive effect of correlation ( Fig. 6D ; mean 0.028, SEM 580 0.002, pairs drawn from N=419 unique cells, p <1e-10, signed rank), for both stimulus-locked 581 and population-locked alignment ( Fig. 6E ; for population-locked alignment, mean correlation 582 effect, +0.034, SEM 0.002, pairs drawn from N=373 unique cells, p <1e-10, signed rank). These While the decoding task is simple, it is not trivial: The majority of single cells do not decode 606 stimulus information at levels exceeding chance. By contrast, cells selected for reliable stimulus 607 response, including both those imaged and recorded intracellularly, exhibited a much higher 608 decoding performance, reflecting how strongly selection bias can affect measured decoding 609 performance. These data would suggest that there is a subset of neurons that are the key to 610 encoding each 'piece' of information in cortex. This is consistent with the finding that only a 611 specific subset of cortical neurons is reliably responsive to whisker stimulation (Yassin et al. identity at levels exceeding chance. An important future direction will be to conduct a similar 626 analysis of cortical circuit activity driven by temporally extended stimuli that fluctuate on 627 naturalistic timescales reflecting the characteristics of whisking behavior. 628
629
Cells in the brain may not have independent access to stimulus onset times and must, 630 therefore, compute time zero from locally available measures. We reanalyzed the data using 631 the timing of activity relative to the population onset instead of the stimulus. While it is not 632 clear what exactly sets the clock in cortex, information about population activity is locally 633 available to an individual cell as total synaptic drive, making it a plausible candidate variable. 634
Some of the high-performance decoders lost decoding power when population activity was 635 used for temporal alignment. Among the decoders that remained, the maximally informative 636 window for stimulus discrimination immediately followed population onset. For a single cell, 637 the difference in lags between the two stimuli reflects a different position of that cell in multi-638 neuronal spatiotemporal sequence triggered by the stimulus. In other words, the stimulus-639 dependent pattern of circuit activity sets a stimulus-dependent lag at the level of the single cell, 640 so this lag may be used to determine the stimulus identity that may in turn reflect stimulus form the 'core' decoding population, and so discovering these pairs requires dense sampling of 657 a sufficiently large population. 658 659 Finally, we evaluated decoding performance as we built up groups of up to eight above-chance 660 decoders. Regardless of how we temporally aligned the data, there is an increase in decoding 661 performance with each cell added to the group. However, improvements saturate quickly: the 662 third cell in the group improves the performance much less than the second cell did, the fourth 663 less than the third, and so on. On average, combining more than five cells no longer improved 664 the group performance. This saturation is partially due to the growing fraction of groups that 665 have achieved near-perfect performance, and, along those lines, a natural next step is to make 666 the decoding task more challenging by increasing the complexity of the stimulus space. By this 667 logic, the 84% of groups that don't reach near-perfect decoding are simply lacking some 668 stimulus information. Alternatively, this saturation may be a limitation of the type of decoderas cells are added to the pool. Other decoders, which permit XOR-type logic, might display 671 supra-linear scaling with N, indicating a set of neurons that are individually uninformative about 672 the stimulus but have a highly informative joint activity pattern. In this case, the helpful effect 673 of correlation we observed among some pairs might be a suggestion of truly synergistic 674 decoding at the population level. shorter with population-locked timing than stimulus-locked timing (cf. Fig. 2H, I ). 
